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CONTEXT?

Missed 2010 targets to halt biodiversity loss

EU Nature Directives - Favourable status for species 
and habitats

Climate change adaptation challenges



What are biodiversity 
offsets?

Actions that aim to:

Compensate for residual, unavoidable harm to 
biodiversity

Ensure no net loss of biodiversity

Secure net gain where possible

Restore OffsetMinimiseAvoid



The developer purchases credits from the bank which 
are used to fund the creation and/or management of an 

ecological or environmental resource.

Credits from a range of development schemes could 
possibly be pooled and large sites created.

The delivery of the resource could be at any level of 
political organisation – local, regional, national or 

possibly even pan-European!



OPTIONS FOR BIODIVERSITY OFFSETTING IN 
THE UK?

Options for public 
policy & 
corporate 
strategy

Voluntary

Regulatory

No legal requirement, but 
undertaken by developers 

because of perceived business 
advantage

Required by law for certain 
defined activities or impacts

Incorporate 
provisions into 

existing laws and 
policies

Specific provision 
for biodiversity 

offsetting



OPTIONS FOR BIODIVERSITY OFFSETTING IN 
THE UK?

Options for 
implementation

Developer 
initiated

In lieu fee

Developer finds own 
offsets and ensure they 

are delivered

Developer pays a fee linked 
to biodiversity impact –
funds used to provide 

offsets

Market based Trading of units of 
biodiversity gain – based on 

a register of credits
Bespoke trading – credit site 
established on demand for a 
specific known loss

Conservation (habitat) banks –
credits supplied in advance



Some principles and challenges?

PRINCIPLES?
n Additional conservation 

outcomes
n Sound science
n Set clear limits
n Long-term outcomes
n Stakeholder 

participation
n Regulation?

CHALLENGES?
n What biodiversity?
n Define no net loss
n Define net gain
n What offset type(s)?
n Spatial location
n Robust standards
n Capacity, competence & co-

operation
n Financing biodiversity 

enhancement!



Conservation challenges have large associated 
costs – where are we going to get the money from?

The Lawton review estimates a further £600 million to £ 1.1billion 
would be

needed to fund the recommended rebuilding of Britain’s 
biodiversity heritage.

One piece of research suggests a shortfall of £980 million per 
year exists in relation to meeting our new obligations to the 

revised BAP list

Conservation credits give an economic value to biodiversity –
moves us away from the current “zero-costed” approach to 
the environment.  Would they help us better understand the 

notion of ecosystem services?



Biodiversity offsets – Possible Methods for 
Measuring Biodiversity Losses and gains 

for Use in the UK.  Jo Treweek & Bill 
Butcher, In Practice, September 2010

Scoping study for the 
design and use of 
biodiversity offsets in an 
English context.  Defra, 
2009.

Modelling the 
ecological 
potential of 

mitigation banking. 
Stewart 

Thompson & Neil 
Bailey, 

Leverhulme Trust, 
2005



Conservation credits are about 
placing a value on biodiversity for 

the first time, because only if you 
place a value on something can you 

truly compensate for the loss.  
This is potentially an incredibly 

exciting idea to enhance 
biodiveristy, but the practicalities 

need careful consideration.

And finally….  The thoughts of 
our leader……………..
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